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In this study, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation methods were used to investigate
the mechanical mechanism of the migration failure of the overlying strata and the development
characteristics of the water-conducting fractured zone (WCFZ) in the mountainous carbonate
areas in southwestern China. Due to the block-shaped rock mass structure characteristics of
carbonate rocks, this paper considered the rockmass structure of the overlying strata. For the
three-hinged arch structure of the block-shaped rock mass, the theory of damage mechanics
was used to deduct the recursive calculation formula for the ultimate subsidence of the three-
hinged arch structure of the overlying strata. Then, a method for determining the height of the
WCFZ (HWCFZ) in the overlying strata under mining conditions was developed. Numerical
simulationswere carried out to study the stress field, plastic zone, and displacement field of the
overlying strata and the dynamic evolution of the WCFZ during the mining process, and it was
revealed that there was a positive feedback effect between them. After the mine was mined,
due to the change of the stress field of the overlying strata, the overlying strata were mainly
subjected to three types of plastic deformation during the fracturing process: tension,
shearing, and tensile-shearing. There was a plastic partitioning phenomenon in the
overlying strata. Among them, the tensile-slip failure zone was the most severely
damaged. And the boundary of the WCFZ and the bending subsidence zone were
determined based on the change characteristics of the displacement field. The HWCFZ
obtained from the numerical simulations was consistent with the theoretical calculated value
(93 vs. 92.5m), validating the reliability and accuracy of the theoretical calculation method.
Underground mining activities are active in the mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern
China, and there are many landslide disasters due to overlying strata collapse, resulting in
serious casualties. Therefore, prediction of HWCFZ and stability analysis of mountain need to
be carried out for different mines in order to effectively carry out geological disaster prevention
and mitigation research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau in southwestern China is an
important energy reservoir containing coal and other mineral
resources. With the rapid development in western China, the
demand for energy has increased significantly, resulting in the
exponential expansion of the scale of thin-bed mining. After the
ore is mined, a pressure relief zone is formed in the goaf, causing
the overlying strata to deform, fracture, and migrate (Jin et al.,
2015). As a result, the stress in the overlying strata is
redistributed. According to the deformation and failure
characteristics of the overlying strata, the strata can be divided
into a caved zone, fracture zone, and bending subsidence zone
from bottom to top. The caved zone and fracture zone are also
called the water-conducting fractured zone (WCFZ) (Aitao and
Kai, 2018; Mondal et al., 2020). During mining operations in
mountainous or hilly areas, due to the large fluctuations in the
terrain, the surface movement is very different than that related to
mining under flat ground. The presence of these three zones often
leads to uneven subsidence, shearing, and compression failure of
the weak strata at the bottom of cliffs (especially around the foot
of the slope), which can in turn cause severe landslide disasters
(Kang et al., 2000; Altun et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2016a; Fathi Salmi et al., 2017). Therefore, it is of great
significance to study the migration and failure of the overlying
strata and to quantitatively predict the height of the WCFZ
(HWCFZ) for the prevention and control of geological
disasters in mining areas. Currently, extensive studies have
been conducted on this topic. For example, based on field
measurement HWCFZ data, Liu (1981) used statistical
correlation analysis and the least squares method to obtain a
series of empirical equations for calculating the HWCFZ in
overlying strata with various degrees of hardness. These
equations meet the safety production requirements of most
mines in the northern plain area of China. Xu et al. (2009);
Xu et al. (2012) performed theoretical analysis, experimental
simulations, and engineering detection to study the influence
of the location of the key overlying strata layers on the HWCFZ
and proposed a method for estimating the HWCFZ based on the
location of the key overlying strata layers. Moreover, based on the
theory of plates and shells in elastic mechanics, Liu et al. (2017)
proposed an equation for calculating the maximum deflection of
the overlying strata by determining the roof fracture based on the
relationship between the roof’s tensile stress and the ultimate
tensile stress. Then, they used the ultimate deflection value of the
thin plate and the height of the free space below it to calculate the
maximum HWCFZ of the Jurassic strata in China under mining
conditions. Zhu et al. (2020) calculated the tensile strain of a rock
stratum using the integral method and compared it with the
measured yield tensile strain to determine the failure state of the
rock mass. Then, they studied the development of the WCFZ in
bedrock and in loess strata. In addition, they used the block
plastic zone simulated by the UDEC software to determine
HWCFZ. Based on the masonry beam Sliding–Rotation (S-R)
stability theory, the key strata theory, and the cantilever beam
theory, Ning et al. (2019) calculated the separation distance and
the ultimate subsidence of the overlying strata and proposed a

revised HWCFZ calculation equation, which they compared with
the traditional empirical equations. Based on the key strata
theory, Li et al. (2020b) proposed a method for calculating the
HWCFZ in the overlying strata under backfill mining, and they
verified their method using the UDEC numerical simulation and
bymonitoring the quantity of flush fluid circulation loss. Fan et al.
(2020) used the rock layer’s tensile ratio to determine whether
there were connected fractures in the roof stratum due to tension
deformation. Furthermore, the HWCFZ developed in overlying
strata covered by thin bedrock and a thick clay layer was
identified and the Rock Failure Process Analysis (RFPA)
software was used to simulate the development of the WCFZ
during the mining process. In addition, Chen and Zhu (2020)
predicted the HWCFZ of a working face based on the key strata
theory and the composite strata theory. The HWCFZ was
calculated based on the plastic zone simulated using the
UDEC software, and the influence of the lithological
assemblage of the roof on the HWCFZ was analyzed. This
revealed that the HWCFZ of a roof composed of hard strata
was the largest, while the HWCFZs of hard-soft and soft-hard
combinations of strata were relatively small. Tan et al. (2022)
studied the overburden fractures and the height of “two zones” in
the working face through experiments and theoretical analysis,
and discussed the height of “two zones” in the overburden based
on the changes of mine water inflow. They believed that the
prediction formula of the HWCFZ based on the traditional
“three-zone” mode was inapplicable to the “two-zone” high-
intensity mining mode, which resulted in the relatively small
calculated result.

Since the movements of the rock strata and the surface are
the results of numerous geological and mining factors (Wang
et al., 2007), the HWCFZ is affected by a variety of factors,
including the mining height, mining depth, ore seam
inclination, the length of the working face, the advancement
speed of the working face, the lithology of the roof, and the
strength and structure of the rock mass (Hu et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2015; Zhang J. et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2020). Therefore,
there are large differences in the HWCFZs developed in
overlying strata with different depositional ages, lithological
combinations, and rock mass structures and under different
mining conditions. Currently, few studies have focused on the
HWCFZ in the carbonate strata in southwestern China, which
is composed of thin ore seams and thick structural bedrock.
Therefore, based on the geological and mining conditions of a
working face in the Zengziyan Bauxite Mine, in this study, we
combined theoretical mechanical calculations and UDEC
numerical simulations to explore the mechanical
mechanism of the migration and failure of the overlying
strata and the development characteristics of the fracture
zone. Through theoretical analysis, a method for predicting
the HWCFZ was developed based on a three-hinged arch
structure (Diederichs and Kaiser, 1999; Nomikos et al.,
2002). The theoretical results were compared with the
numerical simulation results, thereby validating the
feasibility and accuracy of the theoretical method. Thus, the
proposed method provides a reference for HWCFZ prediction
in mines with similar conditions.
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2 BACKGROUND

The Zengziyan Bauxite Mine is located in the river valley of
Nanchuan District, Chongqing, China (Figure 1A), and it has a
three-level cliff-type topography with nearly horizontal layered
strata. The third-level cliff is mainly composed of limestone of
Longtan Formation (P2l) of the Permian System, its height is
30–70 m, and the elevation range is 1820–2000 m. The second-
level cliff is composed of limestone of 3rd, 4th and 5th part of
Maokou Formation (P1m

3+4+5), its height is 100–236 m, and the
elevation range is 1,550–1930 m. The first-level cliff is about
70–110 m high and the elevation range is 1,400–1,560 m. It is
mainly composed of limestone of 1st part of Maokou Formation
(P1m

1) and Qixia Formation (P1q). The bottom of the cliff is
bauxite of the Liangshan Formation (P1l) of the Permian System,
with burial depths of 300–450 m, and the ore bed is continuous
and stable, with an average thickness of 2.05 m. The roof and
bottom plate are mainly composed of claystone. The area between
the 1st and 2nd-level cliff is a slope composed of the shale
intercalated with limestone of the 2nd part of the Maokou
Formation (P1m

2). The area below the first-level cliff is a slope
landform composed of silty shale of Hanjiadian Formation (S2h)

of the Middle Silurian System and Quaternary deposits (Q4)
(Figures 1B,C and Table 1). Field measurements have revealed
that the layer thickness of the overlying strata is 0.2–0.8 m. There
are multiple groups of dominant longitudinal structural planes
perpendicular to the strata, and the joint spacing ranges from 0.2
to 1.0 m. The layered rock strata are divided into blocks
(Figure 1D).

Room-and-pillar mining is the mining method. The
maximum working face width (in the inclination direction) is
16 m. The specifications of the safety pillars are 5–8 m in the
mining area (Figure 1E). The roof subsidence and floor bulging at
the working faces in the Zengziyan Bauxite Mine are very
common. Due to the long-term mining activities, 30 × 104 m3

of goaf have been formed. A series of dangerous rock collapse
zones have formed above the goaf along the edge of the cliff, and
several collapse failures have occurred. According to the field
investigation report on the dangerous rock belt (Chongqing
Geology and Mineral Exploration and Development Bureau,
2009) and previous studies (Feng et al., 2014; He, 2015), the
soft foundation of shale intercalated with limestone of Maokou
Formation (P1m

2) of Permian System at the bottom of the rock
collapse zones has undergone uneven subsidence and

FIGURE 1 | Zengziyan Bauxite Mine in Nanchuan District, Chongqing: (A) Location of Zengziyan Bauxite Mine (refer to Feng et al., 2014); (B) Mining geological
conditions; (C) Section of overlying strata; (D) Stratigraphic structure (region I in Figure 1B); (E) Room-and-pillar mining face.
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compression deformation. It is thought that the WCFZ is close to
or has even reached the bottom of the soft foundation. However,
according to the aditional mining experience, after thin-layer
mining, the range ofWCFZ is relatively small, and theWCFZ will
not approach or reach the bottom of the damaged foundation,
and thus, it will have no effect on the stability of the mountain
foundation and will not cause mountain failure. Therefore, we
carried out this study to analyze the mechanism of the migration
and failure of the overlying strata and the development
characteristics of the WCFZ in the mountainous carbonate
areas in southwestern China.

3 MECHANICAL METHOD FOR
DETERMINING HWCFZ

3.1 Mechanism of Overlying Strata Failure
Prior to underground mining, the rock strata are subjected to
the gravity of the overlying strata, and the surrounding rock is
usually in an elastic deformation state under three-way
compression. After the ore body is mined, the goaf becomes
a pressure relief zone, and the stress of the original rock strata
is redistributed. According to the new stress distribution in the
surrounding rock, the overlying strata can be divided into a
reduced stress area, an increased stress area, and an unchanged
stress area (Qian et al., 2010). The block-shaped rock mass
above the goaf is the reduced stress area, which is in an
unloaded state. Since the vertical joints oriented
perpendicular to the strata are relatively developed in the
mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern China, the
roof cannot be suspended above the goaf for an extended
period of time. Under its own weight, it bends and migrates
toward the goaf, causing horizontal separation fractures to
form between the layers of the strata. In the vertical direction,
the rock mass is subjected to tension, and the dominant
longitudinal joints oriented perpendicular to the strata
expand, forming connected and unconnected fractures.
These two types of longitudinal fractures cause the rock
mass to gradually break into blocks. During the crushing of
the rock blocks, a typical three-hinged arch structure is formed
(Yang, 2010; Gou and Chen, 2011). As the underground
mining activities progress, the equilibrium state of the

three-hinged arch structure of the roof is gradually broken
from bottom to top, and instability of the roof periodically
occurs, during which the unconnected fractures transform into
connected fractures. During this process, the separation
fractures crisscross with the connected fractures oriented
perpendicular to the strata, forming the WCFZ. As the
HWCFZ increases, the free space of the goaf continuously
decreases due to the fragmentation heave characteristics of the
rock blocks. When the height of the free space in the goaf is less
than the ultimate subsidence of the three-hinged arch, that is,
the unconnected fractures can no longer be transformed into
connected fractures, the structure reaches an equilibrium state,
and the WCFZ reaches its maximum height at this point
(Figure 2). Because the three-hinged arch structure of the
upper strata is not completely unstable, it only experiences
bending and subsidence, with no connected fractures. This
area is defined as the bending subsidence zone. Therefore, the
stability of the three-hinged arch structure can be used as an
indicator of whether the HWCFZ in the overlying strata
reaches the maximum value. It should be noted that the
roof is usually composed of rock formations with various
thicknesses and strengths. During the fracturing process,
failures occur throughout the entire thick stratum
macroscopically, yet from the microscopic perspective, the
failures occur layer by layer according to the layered
structure of the rock mass, especially in sedimentary rocks
such as limestone and sandstone. Based on the blocky structure

TABLE 1 | Stratigraphy of the study area.

Strata Thickness m Lithology

Q4 0–87 The lithology is mainly crushed soil, crushed stone and slag
P2c 42–58 Lithology is dark gray limestone
P2l

3+4+5 74–81 The lithology of the upper and lower areas is limestone, and the lithology of the middle area is siltstone, silty mudstone and
carbonaceous shale

P2l
1+2 11–35 Lithology is mainly gray breccia siliceous rock, light gray claystone, silty mudstone and carbonaceous shale

P1m
3+4+5 203–255 Lithology is grey limestone

P1m
2 30–50 Lithology is gray calcareous talc shale intercalated with limestone

P1m
1 30–38 Lithology is gray-black limestone

P1q 50–84 Lithology is limestone
P1l 2.8–8.7 Lithology is mainly carbonaceous shale, bauxite, claystone and bauxite
S2h — Lithology is gray-black limestone

FIGURE 2 | Sketch map of rock layer’s three-hinge arch failure after
mining.
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of the rock mass in the study area, the three-hinged arch model
and the theory of damage mechanics (Xie, 1990) were used to
calculate the equivalent compressive strength σLC and the
equivalent bearing stress σRC of the roof. The critical safety
factor k of the three-hinged arch was determined, and the
ultimate subsidence Si of the three-hinged arch was calculated.
Then, based on the height of the free space in the goaf, the
criteria for determining the maximum height of the WCFZ in
the overlying strata were developed.

3.2 Ultimate Subsidence Si
3.2.1 Equivalent Compressive Strength σLC
Due to the development of structural planes, especially vertical
structural planes, in the study area, the rock mass was cut into
blocks. Under mining disturbances, the overlying strata
fractured into two blocks along the vertical structural plane
first, and then, under their own weight, the two blocks subsided,
with the middle joint acting as a hinge. In this situation, block 1
and block 2 formed a three-hinged arch (Figures 2, 3).
According to previous researchers’ research on the rock mass
structure, migration laws and equilibrium conditions of the
overlying strata in the stope (Fayol, 1885; Evans, 1941; Qian,
1981; Qian and Miao, 1995a), after underground mining, due to
the different curvatures of the displacement curves of the upper
and lower strata, there are separation between layers. Therefore,
itcan be considered that the upper and lower strata moved
synchronously, without vertical contact, to maintain the three-
hinged arch during the vertical subsidence. The stability of the
three-hinged arch completely depends on the equivalent
compressive strength and the equivalent bearing stress of the
two blocks (Qian et al., 1994), and the crushing and failure of the

contact surface lead to instability of the arch structure. Since the
overlying strata is damaged media, the stress on the hinged
blocks is usually concentrated, and the maximum compressive
stress is often greater than the compressive strength of the rock
mass, that is, the contact surface (CC´DD’) experiences
compressive failure first. Therefore, in this study, we mainly
considered the compressive force perpendicular to the contact
surface.

To calculate the equivalent compressive strength σLC of the
three-hinged arch, mechanical analysis of rock block 1 was
carried out as shown in Figure 4.

The bending moment equation for point B:

ΣMB � 0 (1)
−Tij(C)Si − Gij(lj2 cos θi − hi

2
sin θi) + Tij(A)hi cos θi − Fij(A)hi sin θi � 0

(2)
Here, Tij(A) is the horizontal force of the left rock block on rock

block 1, Tij(C) is the horizontal force of the right rock block on
rock block 1, and Fij(A) is the vertical supporting force of the
lateral rock wall. The layer thickness of the overlying strata is hi,
and the joint spacing is lj. Gij is the weight of rock block 1,
Gij � γ · hi · lj · b, where b is the width of the working face. θi is the
rotation angle of rock block 1, and Si is the subsidence of the
three-hinged arch structure, which is also the separation distance
of the overlying strata.

The force balance equation in the vertical direction:

Fij(A) � Gij. (3)
The force balance equation in the horizontal direction:

Tij(A)� Tij(C) � T. (4)
By combining Eqs 2–4, the horizontal force is obtained:

T � Gij(lj cos θi + hi sin θi)
2(hi cos θi − Si) (5)

Based on the geometric relationships shown in Figure 4,

FIGURE 3 | Three-hinged arch structure and damage area of contact
surface (Note: Rectangle CC´DD’ is the contact surface of compression
damage between rock blocks, and the rectangle CDKM is the magnified
display of the tensile fractures caused by the compression during the
crushing of the rock blocks, σ1, σ2, σ3 are the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd principal stress
in the contact area, respectively, and their directions are the direction of mutual
extrusion between the two rock blocks, Parallel to the direction of the
longitudinal section between the blocks and parallel to the direction of the
cross section of the stope.).

FIGURE 4 | Force diagram of rock block 1 in three-hinged arch
structure.
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sinθi � Si
lj
and cosθi �

��������
1 − sin2θi

√
�

������
l 2j − S2i

√
lj

(6)

By combining Eqs 5–6, the horizontal force is obtained:

T �
Gij( lj ·

�������( ljSi)2 − 1
√

+ hi)
2(hi · �������( ljSi)2 − 1

√
− lj) (7)

As mining progresses, the two rock blocks continue to
migrate towards the goaf. During the crushing process, the
rectangular contact surface (CC´DD´) (Figure 4) deforms
first due to the stress concentration. The actual damage
area is

SCC′DD′ � a · b · (1 −D) (8)
where a is the occlusal thickness between the rock blocks (m), and
a � 1

2 (hi − Si) (Qian and Miao, 1995b). b is the length of the
rectangular contact surface (m), which is equal to the width of the
working face; and D is the damage factor.

Therefore, the equivalent compressive strength between the
two rock blocks is

σLC � T

SCC′DD′
�

Gij · ( lj ·
�������( ljSi)2 − 1

√
+ hi)

b · (hi − Si)(hi · �������( ljSi)2 − 1
√

− lj) · (1 −D)
(9)

3.2.2 Equivalent Bearing Stress σRC
The brittle tensile fracturing is governed by the tensile strain ε3
(Sun and Sun, 2011). According to Hooke’s law,

ε3 � 1
E
· [σ3 − μ(σ1 + σ2)] (10)

where μ is the Poisson’s ratio of the overlying strata, ε3 is the
tensile strain under three-dimensional compression, and E is the
elastic modulus.

When the tensile strain ε3 is equal to the ultimate three-
dimensional compressive tensile strain ε3,0, the rock mass
undergoes tensile failure. It is assumed that during the
migration of the three-hinged arch before the instability
stage, the upper surface has never been in direct contact
with the overlying stratum and the lower surface has never
been in contact with the loose rock pile, that is, there is free
space above and below the three-hinged arch. Thus, the
intermediate principal stress is σ2 � 0, and the failure
conditions are as follows.

If ε0 is the ultimate strain under uniaxial compression, then

Eε3,0 � σ3 − μσ1 and ε3,0 � −με0 � −μ σc
E

(11)

where the third principal stress σ3 is equal to the horizontal stress
σH of the deep fractured strata, i.e.,

σ3� σH � μ

1 − μ
γw. (12)

By combining Eqs 10–12, the first principal stress
perpendicular to the contact surface of the two blocks is obtained:

σ1 � γw
1 − μ

+ σc (13)

where w is the burial depth of the fractured roof, γ is the unit
weight of the rock mass, and σc is the uniaxial compressive
strength of the rock mass.

Considering the damage and deformation caused by the
crushing effect of the two rock blocks, when the rock mass
experiences compression-tension failure, the equivalent bearing
stress σRC of the two rock blocks is

σRC � σ1(1 −D). (14)
Substituting Equation (13) into Equation (14) gives

σRC � σ1(1 −D) � ( γw
1 − μ

+ σc )(1 −D). (15)

3.2.3 Ultimate Subsidence Si

Based on the equivalent compressive strength σLC and the
equivalent bearing stress σRC of the roof, the safety factor k of
the three-hinged arch was determined, i.e., the ratio of the
equivalent compressive strength σLC to the equivalent bearing
stress σRC is defined as the safety factor k of the three-hinged arch:

k � σLC

σRC
(16)

When k = 1, the structure is in a stable state. By substituting
Eqs 9, 15 into Eq. 16, the calculation formula for the ultimate
subsidence Si of the three-hinged arch is obtained:

1 +
l2j(h2i γ + (1−D)2(hi−Si)(wγ+σc−μσc)

1−μ )2

h2i (l2jγ + (1−D)2(hi−Si)(wγ+σc−μσc)
μ−1 )2 �

l2j
S2i

(17)

3.3 Height of the Free Space
After the ith roof stratum collapses and accumulates in the goaf.
The distance between the top of the deposit and the incompletely
caved roof is defined as the height of the free space Hi. Hi is
related to the mining heightM, the thickness of each roof layer hi,
and the broken expansion coefficient of the rock block kpi.

Hi � M + h0(1 − kp0) + h1(1 − kp1) + · · · + hi(1 − kpi), (18)
where M is the thickness of the ore layer, and h0 is the caving
thickness of the directly overlying roof (the 0th roof). h1 is the
caving thickness of the first roof stratum. hi is the caving thickness
of the ith roof stratum. kpi is the broken expansion coefficient of
the ith roof stratum. kpihi is the height of the deposit after the
collapse of the ith roof stratum.

The broken expansion coefficient of the 1st to ith roof strata can
be replaced by the average broken expansion coefficient kave, which
can be calculated using the following equation (Zhang et al., 1998):
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kave � 1 + (M − Wn)/h (19)
where Wn is the subsidence at measuring point n, and h is the
height at point n.

3.4 Calculation Flow-Process of HWCFZ
As mining progresses, the roof strata continue to undergo
bending deformation, separation, and collapse, causing the
height of the free space in the goaf to continuously decrease,
and the HWCFZ of the overlying strata gradually increases. Using
Eq. 17, the ultimate subsidence Si+1 of the three-hinged arch
structure of the (i+1)th overlying stratum can be obtained.
The HWCFZ is then calculated by comparing Si+1 and Hi.
When Si+1 < Hi, the HWCFZ formed by the overlying strata
reaches the maximum value. Thus, the criteria for determining
the maximum height of the WCFZ is as follows (Figure 5).

Δi � Hi − Si+1 (i � 0, 1, . . . , n) (20)
When Δi ≥ 0, the overlying strata continue to break and

collapse, causing the HWCFZ to continuously increase.
When Δi < 0, the overlying strata stop collapsing, and the top

surface of the WCFZ is located at the ith roof stratum.

3.5 Calculation of HWCFZ
The overlying strata in the Zangziyan Bauxite Mine have a
consistent lithology, i.e., layered limestone of medium

thickness. Since the HWCFZ is relatively small compared to
the burial depth of the overlying strata overall, the maximum
value of 450 m was used to calculate the burial depth w of the
fractured strata in the WCFZ in each cycle. According to Eq. 12,
the confining pressure of the deep rock mass is σ3 = 2,385 kPa.
Based on the vertical distance from each measurement point on
line 4 to the ore and the Y-displacement measured at each point
(refer to displacement field analysis in numerical simulation
section), the average broken expansion coefficient kave of the
roof strata was calculated to be 1.02 using Eq. 19. According to
the field measurement data and a previous study (He, 2015), the
mechanical parameters of the overlying strata were obtained
(Table 2). Taking the second roof layer in the overlying strata
as an example, the parameters were substituted into Eq. 17 to
obtain the ultimate subsidence S2 of the three-hinged arch formed
after the roof stratum collapsed, and a value of 0.3527 m was
obtained. Then, using Eq. 18, the height of free space under the
second roof stratum was calculated to be H1 = 2.18 m, so S2 =
0.3527 < H1 = 2.18 m. According to the criteria expressed in Eq.
20, the second roof stratum is currently in a fractured state, and
thus, the HWCFZ will continue to increase. Similarly, the
ultimate subsidence of the three-hinged arch formed by the
collapse of the 3rd, 4th, . . . , (i+1)th layers was calculated, as
well as the height of the free space Hi. Table 3 summarizes the
fracture state of each roof stratum. Based on these calculations,
the HWCFZ was obtained by adding the thicknesses hi of all of
the collapsed roof strata, and a value of 92.5 m was obtained. The
top surface of theWCFZ was located in the lower part of the P1m

2

shale, which is intercalated with limestone.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

4.1 Establishing the Numerical Model
The UDEC software (Itasca, United States), which is based on the
discrete element method, was used to create a two-dimensional
numerical model of the Zengziyan Bauxite Mine according to the
geology and mining scheme. This model was used to simulate the
stress field, plastic zone, displacement field, and WCFZ
development characteristics of the strata overlying the working
face. The actual depth of the overlying strata was 450 m, the
modeled depth was 131 m, and the thickness of the bedrock was
about 17 m. The interface between the large thick P1m

3+4+5

limestone and the P1m
2 shale intercalated with limestone was

set as the upper boundary of the model. The size of the model was
400 m × 150 m, and the thickness of the ore layer was 2.2 m. To
eliminate the influences of the boundaries, 70 m safety pillars
were set on each side of the model. The simulated mining
procedure was as follows. The total mining distance was
258 m. The room and pillar method was used for the mining.
The roomwidth was 16 m, and the pillar width was 6 m. A total of
12 rooms were mined, and 11 pillars were created and then
mined. The mining process was divided into three stages,
including 14 steps (steps 1–4, 5–9, and 10–14). In each stage,
four rooms were excavated simultaneously as a group, which were
then connected after a certain distance to form square pillars.
When mining the rooms, the pillars temporarily supported the

FIGURE 5 | Calculation flow-process diagram of the maximum height of
the WCFZ.
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roof. After the four rooms in each mining stage were mined, all of
the pillars used in the previous stage were mined. Figure 6 shows
mining steps 1 to 14. The boundary conditions were as follows:
since the actual depth of the overlying strata was 450 m and the
simulations only included 131 m, an initial vertical principal

stress of 8.5 MPa was applied at the top of the model to
simulate the weight of the 319 m of overlying strata. The
Poisson’s ratio was used to calculate the horizontal stress
component, which was applied to both sides to simulate the
initial stress field. In the subsequent excavation simulations, the

TABLE 2 | Calculating parameters of HWCFZ in Zengziyan Bauxite.

Stratigraphic
lithology

Density
γ(kN/
m3)

Joint
spacing

l/m

Burial
depth
w/m

Mining
height
M/m

Mining
face
width
b/m

Poisson’s
ratio
μ

Confining
pressure
of the
deep
rock
mass
σ3/kPa

Uniaxial
compressive

strength
σc/kPa

Damage
factor

D

Limestone 26.5 0.5 439 2.2 14 0.17 2,385 29,150 0.3

TABLE 3 | Broken state of overburden roof strata of goaf.

Number of
strata i

Stratigraphic
lithology

Thickness of roof
stratum
h/m

Broken expansion
coefficient

k

Height of the
free

space Hi/m

Ultimate subsidence
Si+1/m

Broken state of
overlying roof

strata

HWCFZ
Z/m

188 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.31 0.3527 No broken —

187 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.32 0.3527 No broken —

186 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.33 0.3527 No broken —

185 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.34 0.3527 No broken —

184 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.35 0.3527 Broken 92.5
183 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.36 0.3527 Broken 92.0
182 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.37 0.3527 Broken 91.5
181 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.38 0.3527 Broken 91.0
180 Limestone 0.5 1.02 0.39 0.3527 Broken 90.5
. . . Limestone 0.5 1.02 . . . 0.3527 Broken . . .

5 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.14 0.3527 Broken 3.0
4 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.15 0.3527 Broken 2.5
3 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.16 0.3527 Broken 2.0
2 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.17 0.3527 Broken 1.5
1 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.18 0.3527 Broken 1.0
0 Limestone 0.5 1.02 2.19 0.3527 — 0.5

FIGURE 6 | Engineering geological rock groups and boundary condilions of numerical model.
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bottom was set as a fixed hinge support, i.e., fixed vertically with
horizontal displacement, and the horizontal displacements of the
sides of the model were fixed. The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion
was adopted. In order to measure the changes in the displacement
field and stress field in each area of the model during the mining
process, a total of four lines were set up at different positions in
the rock strata. Specifically, three horizontal lines with lengths of
280 m were distributed from the top surface of the model to the
top of the ore bed. Their distances to the top of the ore bed were
131, 87, and 30 m. Each line consisted of eight measurement
points, with a spacing of 40 m. A longitudinal line (#4) was set up
in the middle of the model. This line was 118 m long and
consisted of six measurement points arranged from 11 m from
the top of the ore layer to the top of the model, and the spacing
between the six points was 30 m, except for point 4, which was
located at the interface between P1m

1 and P1m
2 to monitor the

displacement (Figure 6). The parameters used in the numerical
simulations were the same as in a previous study (He, 2015)
(Table 4).

4.2 Results and Analysis
4.2.1 Stress Field
In order to illustrate the stress changes in the overlying strata
during the mining process, the first mining stage (i.e., steps
1–4) was analyzed. After the simultaneous mining of the four
rooms began in the first stage, the stress of the overlying
stratum behind the open-off cut and at the front of the
working face did not change significantly compared with
the original stress state; whereas the stress in the roof above
the goaf was redistributed, and the stress path deflected from
the original longitudinal direction into an arch pattern. The
stress on the surrounding rock decreased from the 8 MPa
compressive stress caused by gravity and the overlying
pressure to 1 MPa. Moreover, the high stress area was
transferred to the pillars on the sides of the goaf, causing
the compressive stress to increase from 8 to 15 MPa (Zhu et al.,
2022). The roof strata formed a typical pressure arch
(Figure 7A). The pressure arch supported the rock strata
from above the arch to the top of the model, and the upper
rock strata did not experience bending and subsidence. With
the recovery of the safety pillars, the pressure arch in the roof
strata shifted forward as the working face continuously
advanced from 70 to 76 m–80 m. In addition, the scale of
the pressure arch expanded longitudinally and laterally, and
the roof strata in the range of the pressure arch exhibited a
decrease in the compressive stress or even the tensile stress.
From the macroscopic perspective, the overlying strata

experienced unloading relaxation and open fractures were
generated (Figures 7B,C,D) (Zhang Y. et al., 2016).

4.2.2 Characteristics of the Plastic Zone
In order to illustrate the changes in the plastic zone during the
mining process, the first mining stage (i.e., steps 1–4) was
analyzed. After the simultaneous mining of the four rooms
began in the first stage, due to the pressure relief, the original
compressive stress of the roof and floor strata of the goaf and the
ore body was released, resulting in varying degrees of plastic
deformation (Guo et al., 2018). Here, we only discuss the plastic
deformation of the roof strata, which can be divided into three
types: tensile deformation, shear deformation, and tensile-shear
deformation. In this stage, due to the relatively small span of the
goaf, the overall plastic deformation was small. The direct roof
underwent tension deformation first, i.e., opening of the rock
block along the dominant longitudinal joints, and the small area
of old roof above the direct roof and the area above the mining
boundary underwent shear deformation (Figure 8A).

When the working face had continuously advanced to 70 m,
the plastic deformation range became larger than that in the
previous stage, and the type of plastic deformation of the roof
changed. The middle of the roof at the maximummining distance
exhibited tensile-shear deformation, while the area on both sides
of the roof and the area above exhibited tensile deformation. This
was mainly due to the fact that the strata in the middle of the roof
near the goaf were the first to form a three-hinged arch and to
undergo tensile deformation. After the three-hinged arch became
unstable, shear-slip failure occurred along the dominant
longitudinal structural plane (Figure 8B). With the continuous
advancement of the working face, the suspended area of the roof
gradually increased, and the plastic zone in the roof strata
increased significantly, exhibiting obvious zoning
characteristics from bottom to top. Specifically, the lower roof
mainly underwent tensile-shear deformation, forming a tension-
slip failure zone. The upper roof was dominated by tensile
deformation, forming a large tensile deformation zone. Shear
deformation occurred in the area above the boundaries on both
sides, forming a symmetrical shear deformation zone with a 45°

angle towards the goaf. The tensile-slip failure zone was the most
severely damaged and contained many connected fractures. This
was the main area in which theWCFZ developed (Figures 8C,D).

4.2.3 Displacement Field
Figure 9 shows the Y-displacement at different measurement
points on the three horizontal lines after mining. Based on the
data, the closer the roof was to the goaf, the larger the longitudinal

TABLE 4 | Physical–mechanical parameters of the rock mass used in the numerical models.

Lithology Density (kg/m3) Elastic modulus
(Gpa)

Shear modulus
(GPa)

Cohesion (MPa) Friction angle
(°)

Tensile strength
(Pa)

Shale (P1m
2) 2,640 29 1.51 0.89 35 9.8e4

Limestone (P1m
2/P1m

1/P1q) 2,660 38 2.29 1.13 40 1.7e5
Bauxite (P1l) 2,660 23.5 14.1 0.64 39 9.5e4
Silty shale (S2h) 2,580 27.8 13.6 0.61 35 6.0e4
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displacement was. Measurement points 3–6 experienced the
maximum displacement (1.82 m), while the maximum
displacements on line 2 and line 1 occurred at measurement
point 5 near the middle of the goaf. Their longitudinal
displacements were 0.68 and 0.33 m, respectively. Line 1 was
located at the top of the model. It can be seen from Figure 9 that
after the mining, a depression centered on the middle of the goaf
appeared on the top of the model. The main reason for the
differences in the longitudinal displacements in the different areas
was that as the mining progressed, the separated rock strata
gradually migrated downward to fill the goaf. Due to the
fragmentation heave characteristics, the larger the distance
from the roof strata to the goaf was, the smaller the height of
the free space was, that is, the less space was available for the
migration of the upper strata, and the smaller the displacement
was. Line 4 in Figure 10 shows the dynamic change in the
longitudinal displacement of the overlying strata in the middle
of the goaf during the different mining stages. The overall
migration speed exhibited a slow-fast-slow pattern. In steps
1–7, the measurement points on line 4 were not displaced.
This is mainly because the ore seam in this area had not been
mined. In step 8, point 1 was the first to undergo slight
longitudinal displacement. In step 9, since the working face
had advanced beyond the horizontal projection point of
measurement point 1, the rock strata near this point were free
to migrate toward the goaf, and the displacement of point 1
increased significantly (to 0.4 m). In addition, point 2 on line 4

started to experience longitudinal displacement. In step 11,
measurement points 3, 4, 5, and 6 on line 4 all began to
exhibit different degrees of displacement, and the migration
rates of these points followed a certain pattern, i.e., 3 > 4 >
5 = 6. Point 4 was located at the interface between P1m

1 and P1m
2.

When the mining was complete, the longitudinal displacement of
point 4 was 0.47 m, which was larger than those of the other
points on line 4, indicating that the WCFZ had reached the
interface. This is consistent with the findings of the field
investigation. In addition, points 5 and 6 moved
synchronously after the migration began, indicating that there
was no separation within the P1m

2 shale intercalated with
limestone. Thus, this area was a bending subsidence zone.
Based on the above analysis, the top surface of the WCFZ was
located between points 4 and 5 on line 4, i.e., the maximum range
of the HWCFZ was 87–101 m. It should be noted that when the
mining reached step 13, the longitudinal displacement of
measurement point 1 on line 4 reached the maximum value of
1.98 m, and then, it remained unchanged during the subsequent
mining. This indicates that under the action of the overlying
strata and its own weight, all of the separation fractures in the
strata below this point were completely closed, and there was no
space available for further migration.

4.2.4 Dynamic Evolution of the WCFZ
The dynamic evolution of the HWCFZ is shown in Figure 11.
After the commencement of the simultaneous mining of the

FIGURE 7 | The dynamic change of the tensor stress zone of the overlying strata in the model, mining distance of coalface: (A) 64 m, (B) 70 m, (C) 76 m, (D) 82 m.
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four rooms in the first stage, because three 6 m safety pillars
were temporarily retained, the roof overhang length was small,
the roof strata were relatively stable, and thus, a WCFZ did not
develop. When the working face had continuously advanced to
60 m, due to the long overhang length of the roof, bending and

separation failure occurred in some areas in the overlying
strata, which led to the formation of connected fractures. At
this time, the HWCFZ was 17 m. When the last safety pillar
from the first stage was mined, the maximum overhang length
of the roof was 82 m; the WCFZ expanded upward; and its

FIGURE 8 | The dynamic change of the plastic zone of the overlying strata in the model, mining distance of coalface: (A) 64 m, (B) 70 m, (C) 76 m, (D) 82 m.

FIGURE 9 | Y-displacement of horizontal lines. FIGURE 10 | Y-displacement of line 4.
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height reached 25 m. With the continuous advancement of the
working face, the roof strata experienced periodic failure in the
form of a three-hinged arch, which migrated toward the goaf.
As a result, the HWCFZ gradually increased. When the
working face had continuously advanced to 192 m, the
HWCFZ was 85 m, which was near the interface between
P1m

1 and P1m
2. When the working face had continuously

advanced to 214 m, the HWCFZ developed in the lower shale
strata of P1m

2. At this time, the WCFZ reached the maximum
height of 93 m. After this, the HWCFZ remained unchanged.
However, the horizontal range of the WCFZ continued to
increase with the advancement of the working face. The top of
the fissure arch was an approximately horizontal line, and it
was saddle-shaped (Liu et al., 2017). This is consistent with the
HWCFZ range of 87–101 m obtained from the displacement
analysis (Section 4.2.3). Moreover, it is also consistent with
the HWCFZ of 92.5 m calculated using the theoretical
equation (Section 3.5). Thus, the results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the theoretical calculations and numerical
simulations.

4.2.5 Common Law
With the continuous advancement of the working face, the stress
field, plastic zone, displacement field andHWCFZ of overlying strata
would change dynamically, but there was a positive feedback effect
between them, that is, after themine wasmined, the stress field of the

overlying strata was redistributed, and the roof strata formed a
typical pressure arch. The overlying strata within pressure arch
mainly underwent three types of plastic deformation, namely, tensile
deformation, shear deformation, and tensile-shear deformation, and
the plastic deformation exhibited obvious zonal characteristics. The
closer the overlying strata was to the goaf, the greater the degree of
deformation, which was mainly manifested as tensile-shear
deformation, and the displacement field was also larger. In this
situation, the roof strata experienced periodic failure in the form of a
three-hinged arch, which migrated toward the goaf. As a result, the
HWCFZ gradually increased. As the goaf was gradually filled by the
overlying strata, the variation of the stress field of overlying strata
from the bottom to top gradually weakened, the plastic deformation
and the change of the displacement field became slower, and the
HWCFZ grew slowly. When the separation fractures in the strata
were basically closed, the HWCFZ no longer increased and it
reached the maximum value. At this time, its outline was saddle-
shaped.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Inapplicability of Traditional Empirical
Formulas
Currently, the empirical formulas for calculating the HWCFZ
given in the Regulation for Coal Pillar Retention and Coal Mining

FIGURE 11 | Height of the WCFZ as mining: (A) advancing 16 m continuously, (B) advancing 60 m continuously, (C) advancing 82 m continuously, (D) advancing
126 m continuously, (E) advancing 170 m continuously, (F) advancing 192 m continuously, (G) advancing 214 m continuously, (H) advancing 258 m continuously.
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in Buildings, Water Bodies, Railways, and Mine Shafts is widely
used (State Administration of Work Safety, 2017). In this paper,
the HWCFZ was calculated by substituting the physical and
mechanical parameters of the overlying strata in the Zengziyan
Bauxite Mine into empirical formulas 1 and 2, and the results
were compared with those obtained based on the theoretical formula
and numerical simulations considering the structural rock mass. The
results are shown in Table 5. The values calculated from the
theoretical formula and the numerical simulations were much
higher (2.5–3.7 times and 8.4 times, respectively) than the values
calculated from the empirical formula. This suggests that the results
from the traditional empirical formulas have large errors and are not
applicable to calculating the HWCFZ in the mining areas of
mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern China. This is
mainly because the empirical formulas were derived based on
measurement data for mines in northern China, and these mines
mainly have loose strata structures or thick loose strata-bedrock
structures. The traditional empirical formulas only consider the
thickness of the ore seam and the rough strength of the strata, and
they do not consider the structure, the physical or mechanical
parameters of the rock mass (e.g., the rock mass’s strength and
broken expansion behavior), or the burial depth of the ore body.
Therefore, the prediction of the HWCFZ in different mines should be
performed based on the actual local geological conditions and mining
conditions, rather than by directly adopting existing methods. Only in
this way can accurate predictions be achieved and science-based
support provided for safe production. Of course, for many mines
in the mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern China, there are
multiple sets of mineable layers under the ground. Compared with
single-layer mining, multiseam mining tends to cause more serious
failure to the overlying strata, and the development height ofWCFZ is
higher. This study only considers the influence of single-layer mining
on the migration and failure of overlying strata and development of
theHWCFZ. The theoreticalmethod proposed in this study should be
updated and expanded in the later stage, and it should be applied to
research themigration and failure of overlying strata and development
of the HWCFZ during the multiseam mining process.

5.2 Instability Mechanism of Mining-Type
Mountains
The mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern China (e.g.,
Sichuan-Chongqing, Yunnan-Guizhou, western Hunan, and
western Hubei) are folded mountainous areas. The rock
masses were mainly deposited in a marine-terrestrial

interaction-terrestrial depositional environment, and the
stratigraphic lithologies are mainly composed of Permian and
Triassic carbonate rocks such as limestone and dolomite, and
clastic rocks such as sandstone. The average layer thickness of the
rock mass is less than 1 m. The proportion of the overlying strata
that is composed of hard rock is >90%. The burial depth of the ore
bed in this area is generally 40–300 m (Xie and Wang, 2012), and
the thickness of the ore bed is generally less than 2.5 m. That is,
this area is characterized by a shallow burial depth and a thin
mining thickness. The geological structure is complex, and there
are multiple sets of dominant longitudinal structural planes,
which are densely developed. The thin-layered and medium-
thickly layered rock mass is cut into massive structures
(Figure 12), and the spacing between the structural planes is
0.2–1.0 m. Thin ore layers are mined under loose cohesive soil
layers, soft rock layers, and thick and extremely thick structural
hard rock masses. Previous studies have concluded that after
thin-layer mining in this area, the WCFZ will not reach the
bottom of the thick and extremely thick structural hard rock
mountain, so the base will not be damaged, and thus, the WCFZ
will have no effect on the stability of the base of the mountain.
However, a large number of case studies have shown that with the
continuous intensification of the mining of the thin ore beds in
the southwestern carbonate mountainous areas, many overall
collapse disasters have occurred in the overlying mountains (Yin
et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2016b; Cui et al., 2021).
Through field investigations in recent years, it has been found
that the overlying strata are bent, deformed, and fractured due to

TABLE 5 | Comparison of calculation results between the empirical formulas, theoretical formulas, and numerical simulations.

Calculation formulas HWCFZ Z/m Split ratio i

Empirical formula 1 Hli � 100ΣM
1.6ΣM+3.6 ± 5.6 (medium hard rock mass) 25.3–36.5 11.5–16.6

Empirical formula 2 Hli � 20
����∑M

√ + 10 (medium hard rock mass) 11 5

Theoretical formulas considering structural rock mass Hi � M + h0(1 − kp0) + h1(1 − kp1) + h2(1 − kp2) + · · · + hi(1 − kpi)
1 + l2j (h2i γ+

(1−D)2(hi−Si )(wγ+σc−μσc )
1−μ )2

h2i (l2j γ+
(1−D)2(hi−Si )(wγ+σc−μσc )

μ−1 )2
� l2j

S2
i

92.5 42

Δi � Hi − Si+1 <0(i � 0, 1, . . . , n)
Numeral Calculations — 93 42.3

FIGURE 12 | Typical blocky structure of overlying strata in the southwest
carbonate mountainous area.
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underground mining, gradually forming fracture zones, and
the HWCFZ formed as a result of the underground mining
under the hard rock caprock has increased significantly (Chen
and Zhu, 2020). The increase in the WCFZ in the overlying
strata causes uneven subsidence of the upper strata near the
base of the dangerous rock mass, forming an uneven
subsidence zone, which in turn causes damage and
fracturing of the base of the dangerous rock mass and
pulling of the top of the rock mass. The combined effect
described above has resulted in the overall instability of the
mountain (Figure 13) (Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016b; Zhao
et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2020a). The closer the top boundary of
the WCFZ is to the bottom boundary of the folded mountain
collapse zone, the more prone the mountain is to instability.
Therefore, the HWCFZ of the structural rock mass is the key
factor controlling the stability of the mining-type mountains.
The focus of future research should be on the influence of the
increase in the HWCFZ in the overlying strata on the stability
of the upper part of the mountain, and subsequently, the
instability process and mechanism of the mining-type
Mountains should be studied. Considering that the
deformation of hard rock mountain induced by thin-bed
mining is a long-term process, the fissure flow formed by
groundwater often leads to accelerating deformation of the
structural overlying strata. Furthermore, the long-term
monitoring of some parameters such as the stress field,
displacement field and groundwater field of the overlying
strata should be carried out, which is conducive to the later
study about the instability process and mechanism of mining-
type mountain.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study, through theoretical analysis and numerical
simulations, we investigated the geological structure
characteristics of underground mining, the migration and
failure mechanism of the overlying strata and the development

of the HWCFZ during the mining process in the Zengziyan
Bauxite Mine. The main conclusions are as follows.

1) In the process of underground mining in the mountainous
carbonate areas in southwestern China, it is necessary to
consider the block-shaped rock mass structure
characteristics of carbonate rocks, and the instability
model of three-hinged arch structure can be used to
determine the HWCFZ. This analysis method makes the
prediction result of overlying strata slump height more
accurate, which is beneficial to the evaluation of mountain
stability.

2) Numerical analysis revealed the variation characteristics of
stress field, plastic zone and displacement field of structural
overlying strata during the mining process. After mining and
pressure relief, there were mainly three types of plastic
deformation in the range of pressure arch, including tensile
deformation, shear deformation and tensile-shear
deformation, and the plastic deformation exhibited obvious
zonal characteristics. The HWCFZ obtained through the
numerical calculations was consistent with the results of
the theoretical calculations (93 vs. 92.5 m), which validated
the reliability and accuracy of the theoretical calculation
method.

3) In the mountainous carbonate areas in southwestern China,
underground mining leads to the significant increase of the
HWCFZ in the overlying structural strata, resulting in
landslide disasters in the overlying mountains. Therefore, it
is necessary to pay attention to the monitoring of the main
areas, including the WCFZ in the overlying strata in the goaf,
the uneven subsidence zone, and the mountain collapse zone.
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FIGURE 13 | Typical slope instability model in the southwest carbonate
mountainous area.
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